Longitudinal effects of nortriptyline on EEG sleep and the likelihood of recurrence in elderly depressed patients.
Our objectives were to determine the effects of nortriptyline and placebo on subjective and EEG sleep measures over 1 year of maintenance therapy in elderly depressed patients and to determine the relationship of such effects to recurrence in nortriptyline or placebo-treated patients during maintenance therapy. EEG and subjective sleep assessments were conducted before and during a maintenance therapy study of patients suffering from major depression. During acute treatment all patients received nortriptyline plus interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT). During maintenance treatment patients were randomly assigned to double-blind treatment in one of four cells: nortriptyline with IPT; nortriptyline with medication clinic (no IPT); placebo with IPT; or placebo with medication clinic. Sleep evaluations were conducted at one point before treatment, one point following remission during continuation nortriptyline/IPT treatment, and at three time points after random assignment to maintenance treatment. The setting was the sleep laboratory of the outpatient depression treatment clinic, and subjects were a convenience sample of media-recruited and clinically referred elderly outpatient depressed patients (n = 72). Complete sleep analyses were conducted for 21 nortriptyline- and 10 placebo-treated patients throughout 1 year of maintenance treatment. The main outcome measures were subjective and EEG sleep measures and the recurrence of major depression. Our results show that nortriptyline acutely and persistently decreased REM sleep, increased phasic REM activity, decreased sleep apnea, and had no effect on periodic limb movements during sleep. Recurrence on maintenance nortriptyline was associated with lower phasic REM activity during early continuation therapy, but EEG sleep measures did not predict recurrence during placebo maintenance therapy. Patients treated with nortriptyline had a lower recurrence rate than those treated with placebo. Better subjective sleep quality and maintenance IPT were associated with a lower rate of recurrence regardless of nortriptyline treatment. It seems that nortriptyline has persistent effects on REM sleep and sleep apnea in elderly depressed patients. Maintenance nortriptyline, maintenance IPT, good subjective sleep quality, and high-phasic REM activity are associated with a reduced likelihood of the recurrence of depression during maintenance therapy.